
ALLEN & HEATH VISION SERIES

OVERVIEW

The Allen & Heath VISION Series is the lowest cost member of the Scepter family of powerful U.S. designed and
manufactured sound reinforcement consoles. Vision is ideal for people who need a professional but affordable table
top Stereo or Mono live sound console that can easily produce quality results, with ease of operation.

Like other members of the Scepter Family, Vision offers excellent performance and versatility. At the heart of the Vision
Series is a unique internal solder jumper system. As an example, the four aux channel sends can be individually
selected between post fader, pre fader, or pre fader/pre EQ signal source positions. An additional jumper selection
sets operation of the mute switch to control the pre EQ monitor send. This jumper selection allows contractors to
customize  the console to their installation, rather than the usual method of designing an installation around a console.

Operation is simplified with the inclusion of multiple sample point peak indicators and dynamic signal present indicators
that vary in intensity with input channel signal levels. PFL (Pre Fader Listen) switches enable the user to hear any
selected signal in his headphone or control room speaker system, and to see the signal on the monitor meters. PFL,
Peak LED and Signal Present LED indicators remain active even when a channel is muted. Peak indicators are
provided within the master section to monitor the Left and Right summing amplifiers, helping the user avoid unwanted
distortion.

All input channels employ electronically balanced microphone and line inputs. Self compensating Electronically
Balanced outputs are provided on the Left, Right, and Mono channels and may be optionally fitted on any of the 4
auxiliary mix outputs. Optional microphone input transformers and output transformers for Left, Right, and Mono in
place of the electronic balancing circuitry are available for use in ultra-critical applications.

Besides channel inputs, Vision also provides two separate stereo inputs, each having access to two auxiliary monitor
circuits. These inputs can be reconfigured for mono operation with a front panel mounted switch.

No longer will the operator need to decide if he should use the left or right stereo signal for his mono feed. Both Stereo
and Mono Outputs are provided. Internal solder jumpers allow the Mono output to be sourced  Post Left/Right faders,
Pre Left/Right Faders, or the position all Visions are shipped, Pre Fader/Pre  Insert point. Inset-t points within the left
and right signal path allows these faders to be used as sub masters when the internal jumpers are moved to the posl
fader position.

Cosmetics of installation are improved with the front panel having an attractive slope, with all connectors mounted on
the rear panel out of the sight of the user. Designed for your applications of today and tomorrow, Vision will provide
you with the performance, quality and value you have been looking for.
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ALLEN & HEATH VISION SERIES

Vision 8 Vision 12

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Signal Present and Peak LED Indicators

Aux Sends (4) with Internal Jumper System

Rear Mounted Connectors
with Slanted front Panel

Glass Epoxy Circuit boards

Socked Mounted IC's

PMI/SSM Microphone Preamplifier

XLR Balanced Left/Right/Mono Outputs

Optional Balanced Aux Sends

Optional Transformer Inputs and Outputs

Input channels incorporate Dynamic Signal Present LED indica-
tors which vary in illumination with pre fader signal level, acting
as a poor man’s VU meter. Peak LED indicators sample pre EQ,
Pre Fader, and Post Fader points for approaching overload
situations. This system is more accurate than common one and
two sample point systems.
A multiple sample point peak LED also monitors the Left and
Right summing amplifiers.

Internal Solder Jumpers allow selection of each Aux send source
between Pre-EQ, Post EQ, or Post Fader. An additional jumper
selects operation of Mute switch on Pre EQ sends between a
Yes or No decision. Two aux sends shipped post fader for FX
use, and two aux sends shipped Pre Fader/Pre  EQ with Mute for
monitor applications.

Improves installation appearance by keeping wiring out of
users sight lines.

Improved reliability of product, especially in high humidity
installations.

Improved serviceability. All IC’s within audio path are socket
mounted.

One of the most state of the art pre-amplifiers available.

Designed that if pin 2 or pin 3 is tied to ground, the gain of the
remaining pin increases by 6 db. Permits balanced or unbal-
anced operation.

Aux Sends A, B, C, D are available with electronically balanced
outputs as a low cost option.

Microphone inputs and Left, Right and Mono outputs may be
ordered with optional transformers.
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE:

GAIN (Includes 1 0dB Fader Boost): Mic input to L/R out, 67dB max, Gain Range 51dB continuously
variable, 18dB Pad
Line in to L/R output, 50dB max, Gain Range 51 dB continuously
variable, 18dB Pad

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

DISTORTION:

NOISE:

CROSSTALK:

OUTPUTS:

CONNECTIONS:

EQUA LIZA TION:

CONSTRUCTION:

DIMENSIONS:

20Hz  to 20kHz,  +0dB, -1dB

THD at normal levels typically less than 0.01%

Microphone equivalent input noise -129dBu
Mix Left & Right Bus Noise (Masters Down) - 99dBu

RMS Noise, 20kHz bandwidth L/R Out at Unity Gain:
All input faders Closed - - 87dBu
1 input open, unity gain - - 85dBu
Aux Output (Unity Gain) - - 92dBu

Muted, Input to L/R Output, - 90dB

Ref: 0 dBu = 0.776 Volts RMS; Internal operating level -2dBu
Normal output level = 0VU = +4dBu
Electronically Balanced Left, Right, and Mono Outputs Max
Level +27dBu  with balanced load of 600 ohms or greater.
Aux outputs +21 dBu unbalanced into 600 ohms or greater. Aux
Electronic Balanced Option +27dBu  with balanced termination of
600 ohms or greater.

Microphone Input - XLR Electronically Balanced - Pin 2 Hot
Optional Transformer Inputs Available.
Left/Right/Mono Outputs - XLR Electronically Balanced -

Pin 2 Hot Optional Transformer Outputs Available.
Aux A, B, C, D - 1/4  inch phone jack unbalanced. Optional Elec-
tronically Balanced Aux Sends available.

HF continuously variable +/- 16dB with shelving characteristics at
1 0kHz
MF continuously variable +/-12dB with peak/dip characteristics
over a 250Hz  to 6kHz  range. Q = 1.4 (1 Octave)
LF continuously variable +/-16dB with shelving characteristics at
1 00Hz.
EQ bypass switch removes EQ circuitry from audio path.

Modular steel chassis system with aluminum control panel. Service
access to all individual modules by removal from the chassis.

VISION 8x2x1:  19 " width x 19.5 " depth x 6.3 " height
VISION 12x2x1: 19 " width x 19.5 " depth x 6.3 " height
VISION 16x2x1: 23.5 " width x 19.5 " depth x 6.3 " height

In line with our policy of continuous product improvements, we
reserve the right to amend the design and specifications of
equipment without notice.
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